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A farmer in West Pokot County displays a packet of drought resistance seeds donated by the Kenya Red
Cross in October 2021. She is one of the beneficiaries of the five-year Innovative Approaches to Response
Preparedness Program funded by the IKEA Foundation through the Netherlands and British Red Cross
Societies. The Programme’s main goal is to reduce the effects of climate-related disasters on vulnerable
communities in Kenya. In October last year, the programme's pilot phase distributed drought resistance

seeds to small-scale farmers in Kitui and West Pokot counties as part of enhancing food security.
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he Horn of Africa has continued to
experience the worst drought in 40
years posing a threat to millions of
households across the region. It is
estimated that in Kenya over 3. 5

million people, and over 15 million people
facing acute food insecurity and in urgent
need of food assistance. The dire situation
has translated to livestock dependent
households losing their main source of
livelihood, drying up of water sources,
reduction of income, and a sharp rise in acute
malnutrition.

The Kenya Red Cross Society has not only
been at the forefront in responding to this
unfolding crisis but has also continued to
advocate for more action and resources from
other players. On the ground and with
support from our partners we are playing a
critical role in reducing the impacts families
are facing.

Our integrated disaster risk reduction
interventions are geared towards reaching
most at risk communities across the affected
ASAL areas. Food distribution has been a
major intervention but as a major advocate
for use of cash to address emergency food
and nutrition challenges, we have also used
cash and voucher assistance to reach
households where where markets are
functional. We are also investing in
rehabilitation of water resources, health and
other needs.

As the country and the world continues to
experience the long-term economic effects
COVID-19 pandemic, our teams across all the
47 counties upped vaccination drives in
conjunction with the MoH and support of our
partners. These vaccination campaigns
continue to sensitize communities on the
importance of getting the jab while
deconstructing myths and misconceptions
surrounding the vaccine.

Globally, it’s been projected that if disasters
are more or less ignored and if risk reduction
and resilience building strategies are not
integrated in humanitarian assistance,
livelihoods will be significantly affected. The
dire situations have created a need for us to
reflect more than ever on one important
fundamental principle: humanity.

This year’s World Red Cross Red Crescent Day
themed #BeHumanKind served as a timely
reminder that kindness is one of the most
valuable possessions you can have to bring
hope for humanity. Kenya Red Cross Society
with support of partners and volunteers is at
the forefront encouraging populations
nationally and globally to be kind to
humanity to make a big difference in people’s
lives.

In the coming quarter, we will continue to
advocate for more consorted action around
the key issues that affect our country. With
respect to drought, the Society will continue
to advocate for more resources to support
the millions who are already in need of
support.

As we head to the General Elections, it is our
expectation that the election will be
peaceful. As an organisation working in the
community and with the youth in particular,
we will continue to urge and promote
peaceful coexistence among communities
even as we respond to any humanitarian
needs as may arise.

Dr. Asha Mohammed
Secretary General
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Communities are able to
anticipate, prepare,

respond to and quickly
recover from crises

Communities lead healthy
lives and have opportunities
to achieve social, economic
and psychosocial wellbeing

Youth Lead positive
change in their
communities

K e n y a R e d C r o s s
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A leading humanitarian organization sustainably promoting the well-being,
health and resilience of communities.

We facilitate communities to respond to humanitarian emergencies to alleviate human suffering
and work with partners to implement innovative community driven programmes That transform lives and enhance

community resilience.

Our Vision

OurMission

Our organizational goal is to build a strong Kenya Red Cross Society operationalized through
internal transformations

Communities
areable to
anticipate,
prepare,

respondto
andquickly
recover from

crises

Communities
leadhealthy
livesandhave
opportunities
toachieve
social,

economicand
psychosocial
wellbeing

Youth lead
positive

change in their
communities

Strategy
House

You the full Strategy Document on our website
www.redcross.or.ke
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The department deals with disaster preparedness, disaster
response and early recovery interventions within KRCS. These
range from natural disasters such as droughts and floods, to
human-induced, such as conflicts, acts of violence, road traffic
crashes, fires, building collapses, and emergencies such as
epidemics.

Photo: NarimanNaufal /KRCS
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THE
ESCALATING

HUMANITARIAN
EMERGENCY OF

DROUGHT
INKENYA

O n 17thApril 2021, SecretaryGeneralDr. Asha
Mohammed held a press conference announcing
the dire situation that the country was about to

face with the drought situation.The projection inApril
indicated that 1.4million people were at risk of

starvation, a year later, this number has since changed to
an escalated total of 3.5million facing food security

challenges.

Over the past fewmonths, the food situation has been
worsening in theArid and Semi-Arid counties since the

last quarter of 2020 as a result of poor short rains
and lanina conditions experienced in January and

February in 2021.

SinceKenyaRedCross’ drought situation
announcement inApril, the Society launched its drought
anticipatory and response actions to curb the adverse
effects that had been projected.TheCounties which
were/ and are still themost affectedwere prioritized in
KenyaRedCross’ response.They include: Turkana,
Marsabit,Mandera, Garissa,Wajir, Kilifi, TanaRiver,
Lamu, Samburu, Kitui, Isiolo and Laikipia, Baringo.

By Corazon Mwende
Public Relations. Kenya Red Cross
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Food insecurity has become a recurring issue in Kenya
largely due to poverty levels (where individuals do not
have the purchasing power). Kenya’s National food-
poverty headcount rate is an alarming 32 percent of the
population.This, as witnessed throughout the prolonged
drought, leftmany households hungry.

Through partnershipswith different organisations, Kenya
Red Cross has reached 46,645 households will food
distribution across the country.

Kenya Red Cross prioritized the use of cash transfers to
support the drought-affected vulnerable households
because the use of cash empowers and restores dignity to
the vulnerable communities with greater choice. Cash
transfers also improve the local economy with greater
multiplier effects that easily link relief to recovery.

In the currentdrought response,KRCS is supportingover
20,000 households that are considered the most
vulnerable in the drought-affected counties.

TACKLING FOOD CHALLENGES

CASH TRANSFERS TOENHANCE RESILIENCE
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While short term humanitarian response has been used
over the years to intervene, it is clear that this is not
sustainable. Investment in longer-term solutions remains
inadequate. Mechanized farming, irrigation, solar-
powered boreholes andmarkets are some of the initiatives
required for communities to adapt to the changing
climate.

As part of their drought interventions, the WASH
department has rehabilitated and constructed water
sources reaching 26,000 households across the country.
Additionally, water treatment chemicals have been
distributed to over 10,000 households.

REHABILITATION OF WATER FACILITIES
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The International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies
Secretary General -Jagan Chapagain in

Maypaida three-dayvisit toKenyaas theworst
drought in 40 years looms for mil-
lions. Marsabit County, Kenya has not
received rainfall for two years.Over 70%of the
animals have died as a result of the prolonged
drought. As a response to the hunger situation
that many families are facing in Marsabit
County, Jagan Chapagain joined Kenya Red
Cross SecretaryGeneralDr.AshaMohammed
for a food distribution exercise that reached
600most affected households in Ileret.

IFRC Secretary General, Jagan Chapagain
witnessing the immediate impact of drought
called for a massive scale-up of humanitarian
and long-term assistance to communities
affected by the growing hunger crisis in the
Horn ofAfrica. In a statement he affirmed;

“I have seen the firsthand level of suffering
caused by drought in Marsabit. There are
highly unacceptable levels of malnutrition,
global acute malnutrition (GAM) rate of 53.6
per cent in this particular ward, one of the
highest in Africa. The situation is rapidly
deteriorating. We need immediate
humanitarian assistance to reach the most
vulnerable. We also need long term solutions
that address the impact of climate change
including investment in resilient livelihoods.”

Kenya, Ethiopia and Somalia are facing a large-
scale, climate-induced, and protracted
humanitarian crisis with over 14 million
people food insecure and in urgent need of
humanitarian assistance including at least 5.5

million children facing acute malnutrition. 6.1
million people in Ethiopia and 4.1 million
people in Somalia are in urgent need of
humanitarian assistance. In Kenya, 3.5 million
people are acutely food insecure, with eastern
and northern Kenya’s most arid and semi-arid
lands experiencing critical drought conditions.
This silent disaster has been overshadowed—
and to a significant extent amplified—by the
Ukraine crisis.

“But it isn’t just food and water that people
need here – it is what is happening in the
background, the unseen issues such as sexual
and gender-based violence, and the profound
impacts on mental health. An example given
was of women walking over 40 km to reach
potablewater–whathappens on the journey is
unthinkable,” addedMrChapagain.

DrAshaMohammed, SecretaryGeneral of the
Kenya Red Cross Society, who was also in
Marsabit, said:

“The fact that people inMarsabit have lost over
70 per cent of their livestock, which is their
main source of livelihood, means that it will be
a long and slowpath to recovery.Our teams are
playing a central role in reducing the risks that
families are facing. They have provided cash
assistance, food assistance and improved water
treatment practices, but the need to rehabilit-
ate water systems remains urgent. We call all
our partners and stakeholders to support our
efforts.”

In response to the hunger and drought
situation in Kenya, Somalia and Ethiopia, the
IFRC, the Kenya Red Cross, Ethiopia Red

IFRC–KenyaRedCross
JointHungerCrisis
ResponseinILeret,
MarsabitCounty
By Peter Abwao
PR and Communications Manager
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Cross and Somali Red Crescent are jointly
appealing for 39 million Swiss francs. This
funding will allow Red Cross and Red
Crescent volunteers and staff to assist
1,560,000 people by scaling up their
emergency and humanitarian assistance and
recovery Internal activities and tackling the
root causes of food insecurity. This strategy is
aligned with the IFRC’s Pan African Zero
Hunger Initiative undertakes a holistic
approach to food security, integrating specific
interventions for rapid nutrition, food security
and livelihood support for acute food insecure
households and communities, with a long-
term strategy working towards zero hunger
and sustainable recovery.

“Food is a basic needof thepopulation.Wecall
upon every Government in Africa to ensure
they have the right policy framework to deal
with drought,” saidMrChapagain.

In the spirit of #BeHumanKind, the team
spent time with the affected families, listened
to their needs and spoke to the local leaders
who explained the extent of the drought. The
visit was concluded with a press briefing that
highlighted the need for long term solutions to
end the ongoing hunger crisis.

Our teams have
provided cash
assistance,

food
assistance and

improved
water

treatment
practices, but
the need to

rehabilitate water
systems remains

urgent…
Dr. Asha Mohammed

SecretaryGeneral
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Dengue fever virus has become an increasing public health concern in Kenya
particularly in Mombasa and Lamu Counties which have recorded a high
number of cases. According to the county department of health inMombasa,
the first Dengue Fever cases were reported in earlyMarch 2021 with 24 cases
testing positive out of a sample of 47 (51% positivity rate). In April, another
305 cases tested positive out of a sample of 315 (97% positivity rate). Lamu
County also reported a total of 224 positive cases from different health
facilities with 59 of the cases being children under 5 years old. Cumulatively,
553 cases have been reported in the two counties within the past 4months of
January, February, March and April, with a peak of cases being reported in
April.

Dengue Fever is a viral infection transmitted mainly by female Aedes aegypti
mosquitoes, a daytime feeder, for which there are four subtypes. These
mosquitoes are also vectors ofChikungunya, Yellow fever andZikaViruses.
According to the Director of Preventive and Promotive Health, Mombasa
County, Dr. Salma Swaleh, the malaria-Chikungunya like Dengue Fever
symptoms have resulted in misdiagnosing cases especially in the rural and
informal settlements where access to the correct diagnostics and medical
services is non-existent.

Strategic Efforts
to Preventand
ControlDengue
FeverOutbreak
in Mombasa and
LamuCounties
By Moses Atuko
Manager, Public Health in Emergencies

59children

Mvita 287

Likoni 221

Jomvu 210

Changamwe 199

Nyali 163

Kisauni 112

18Kilifi, Lamu,
Tana River &
Taita Taveta

Cumulatively, 1,210 cases have been
reported as of 20thAugust 2021

2324

51% positivity rate

244 cases

In Mombasa, the first Denguecases were
reported in earlyMarch 2021with 24 cases
testing positive out of 47 (51% positivity
rate)

Lamu County also reported a total
of 224 positive cases from different
health facilities where 59 are
children under 5 years old.
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DengueFever virus prevention and control depends largely on effective vector
control measures. Kenya Red Cross Society (KRCS) with support from
IFRC,Ministry of Health and County Government is currently implement-
ing Dengue Fever Outbreak Response inMombasa and Lamu counties.This
partnership has initiated targeted preventive and controlmeasures to deter an
all-out outbreak that would endanger lives. The intervention is targeted at
250,000 at-risk community members and 405,676 indirect beneficiaries in
Mombasa and LamuCounties.

KRCS has prioritized several preventive measures such as distributing
mosquito nets to the elderly, pregnant women, babies and schools in hard-to-
reach areas not adequately covered by the ongoing distribution by the
Ministry ofHealth.

60%of the counties’
population especially
the hard to-reach
individuals through
communication of
risk messaging and
other preventive
measures

516,976Community
members reached
(Male: 215,473,
Female: 301,503)

314 CHVs sensitized
onDengue Fever

215 KRCSvolunteers
sensitized onDengue
Fever

14,518 community
members reached in
community education
andsensitization
sessions

404,714 community
members reached in
door-to-door
sensitization
sessions

121,250 community
members reached
with radio talk shows

19,350mosquito
nets distributed

376 Schools reached
with information on
Dengue Fever.

321,250 community
members reached
with earlywarning
messages

23,660 community
member reached
with Water, Hygiene
and Sanitation
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Apart from KRCS training 300 volunteers and
supporting 600CommunityHealth Volunteers (CHVs)
in sensitizing households, it has also procured 20,000
(10,000 per county) mosquito nets for distribution to
vulnerable households and chemicals to support
larviciding and spraying to destroy mosquito larvae
habitats. Noting the reach and influences of local radio
stations, KRCS is using stations like Lamu FM for
awareness-raising in the targeted households, schools and
occupational areas geared towards Dengue Fever
prevention and control.

Since the start of the support, KRCS has reached 60%
(516,976 community members) of the counties’
population especially the hard-to-reach individuals
through communication of risk and other preventive
measures. In the two counties,140 villages with a total
population of 79,628 people (male- 30,606 & Female-
49,022) were reached with fumigation and breeding site
elimination activities.

“Treating Dengue Fever is very expensive.When I tested
positive for the virus together with my baby, I was forced
to usemy savings to take care ofmymedical needs,money
that would have been used to take care of my household
needs. The use of mosquito nets provided by Kenya Red
Cross complemented by fumigation and proper waste
disposal is protecting my household fromDengue fever”,
said Agnes Wairimu, a beneficiary from Muhamarani
Village in LamuCounty.

KRCS Regional Health Focal Person Luisalba Ngoma
says that in order to complement initial actions per-
formed by the department of health to combat the
dengue fever, KRCS is working directly with
communities in coordination with local authorities and
the county department of Health. The strategy, he says,
involves the training of Health Care Workers (HCWs)
fromgovernment andprivate facilities,CHVs,RedCross
volunteers and community members on the prevention
and controlmeasures.

The health departments in both counties are conducting
epidemiological surveillance, case detection and
treatment through its network of hospitals and health
centers andhave alsokickedoffmosquitonetdistribution
to prevent dengue fever and malaria which is another
vector-borne disease of concern particularly inMombasa.
Towards the same end, the nationalMinistry ofHealth is
supporting the two counties with technical staff (Disease
Surveillance andCasemanagement) fromNairobi.
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Climate change is nowaffecting every countryonevery continent. It’s disrupting agricultural
production, therefore, affecting national economies, livelihoods and challenging food
security. In Kenya, communities in Tana River County deeply rely on agriculture and

livestock production which contribute about 82% of household incomes and more than 80% of
employment yet 67% of the county's population is food-insecure and relies on food aid every year.
The land’s potential has not beenproductively exploited.According to theKenyaClimateCounty
Risk profile for Tana River County, the extreme climatic conditions experienced in the county
including a decline in soil fertility, high costs of inputs and lack of knowledge on climate-smart
crop production practices and technologies have been the main challenges experienced by
smallholder farmers.

Efforts by theKenyaRedCross Society with
support from Finnish Red Cross are
enabling smallholder farmers to build
resilience to cope with the changes in
climatic patterns. The Climate-Smart
Agriculture project has adopted the Kenya
Climate-Smart Agriculture strategy
2017-2026 as a guide for implementing
Climate SmartAgriculture (CSA) strategies,
practices and technologies in Tana River
County in collaboration with farmers,
World Wildlife Fund (WWF), Kenya
Forest Service (KFS), value chain actors and
thenational and county government.CSA is
an integrated approach employing different
elements, but in this case, the project focuses
mainly on agroforestry whilst addressing
food security and climate change. It is
composed of three main pillars; sustainably
increasing agricultural productivity and
income, adapting and building resilience to
climate change and reducing/removing
greenhouse gas emissions.

Smallholder farmers are a key to ending
hunger. Supporting smallholder farmers is
essential in achieving Sustainable
DevelopmentGoal 13which calls for urgent
action to combat climate change and its

TanaRiverSmallholder
FarmersAdopt Urgent
Actions to Combat
ClimateChangeand Its
Impacts.
By Martha Awino
PR and Communication
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impacts. The CSA project is transforming the lives of
farmers in Tana River County by offering opportunities
for enhancing food security and income through
increased agricultural productivity. Kenya RedCross and
Finnish Red Cross efforts in enhancing the resilience of
farmers to copewith the changes in climatic patterns have
ensured farmers get familiar withAgroforestry systems to
secure their livelihood and food supplies. This has been
achieved through capacity building on infrastructure and
institutional support for agroforestry systems.

‘I started farming when I was 20 years old. In the past, I
could predict the weather patterns and even plant
seasonal crops which were harvested as planned.
However, today I am experiencing a huge change in the
weather that is beyond my control. Climate change has
resulted in unpredictable weather patterns resulting in
failed crop production.Theknowledge onpurchasing the
right seedlings and diversifying cropping practices has
enabled me to have profitable crop production. In
addition, as a mother and a smallholder farmer, the
availability of seedlings and water channelled to my farm
by the Kenya Red Cross Society has boosted my
confidence andmy supply of food formy household”.

Agroforestry is a key component in climate-smart
agriculture as it plays a big role in tackling climate change.
The CSA project is helping farming communities in
Chewele Location, Tana River County to integrate trees
within agricultural systems and practice apiculture to
promote sustainable agriculture and forestry as well as to
improve the livelihoods of the targeted community.

Gharawa Kofa, a farmer and tree champion in Chewele
location who enjoys planting trees on his farm testifies of

its advantages in saving the environment and the planet
from destruction. His commitment goes far and beyond
asheuses community engagement forums to followupon
theprogress of thedeveloped treenursery andworkshand
in hand with trained community farmers in planting and
watering the seedlings as required.

“My journey of planting trees which began 15 years ago is
inspired by the benefits of trees in providing shade and
keeping the community cool and beautiful. As a Climate
change champion, I not only plant trees but also
encourage communitymembers to live in a way that does
not hurt the environment.This is because most men and
women cut down trees to use as firewoodnot knowing its
dangers.”, narratesGharawaKofa.

Land tenure represents one of the major challenges that
farmers in developing countries face. In Kenya, the
majority of smallholder farmers, especially women, have
access to small pieces of land that produce a limited
amount of food for their households. In Tana River
County, women are still discriminated against when it
comes to land inheritance. This forces them to work on
leased land, exacerbating their poverty, lack of political
power and equal recognition of basic rights. Through
support from the Kenya Red Cross Society and Finish
Red Cross, with strong involvement of community
leaders, farmers are provided with useful knowledge to
help better withstand the land tenure challenges and
gender inclusivity.
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Project officer Benedict Musembi confirms that women
are encouraged to lead groups comprising men to boost
their confidence in decision making. Men are also
encouraged to ensure women are involved in decision
making at both community and household levels. The
support by the county government is also playing a key
role in building climate resilience at the national and local
levels by designing processes and instruments to create an
enabling environment for farmers to adapt to climate-
smart practices.

Educationplays a critical role in achieving the Sustainable
Goals by 2030 particularly Sustainable Development
Goal 13 on climate action; take urgent action to combat
climate change and its impacts. The Finish Red Cross
Funded CSA project has capitalized on the existing

environmental clubs across schools in Tana River
County. In Chewele primary school, environmental club
students have integrated climate-smart practices within
club activities. According to the Environment Club
Patron,Maureen Jepkemoi,

“Kenya Red Cross has been instrumental in enhancing
the adoption of agroforestry to promote sustainable
agriculture and forestry within Chewele primary school.
Theprovisionof quality seeds, regular training sessions on
establishment of tree nurseries and strengthening of
existing environmental clubs is raising environmental
champions ready to tackle the greatest environmental
challenges of our time”, said Environment Club Patron,
Maureen Jepkemoi.
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Improving access to Vocational Training and
Employability among marginalized and vulnerable
youth in Mandera County is a project funded by

Belgium Development Agency (Enabel) and
implemented by Kenya Red Cross to empower youth in
theCounty.
In Mandera, Kenya Red Cross Society (KRCS)
collaboration with Enabel builds on the European
Union’s Emergency Trust Fund for stability where our
main focus has been to address some of the key drivers of
violent extremism among the youthwhile supporting the
provision of vocational training.

We met Deyman Ali Abdi in Elwak- Mandera South,
who together with other women have been trained in the
skill of tailoring. In the same town Mohamed Rashid
went through an Enterprise Based Vocational Training
and nowworks to fix electrical appliances.

Deyman and Mohammed are examples of how KRCS
partnership with Enabel has impacted the youth in
Mandera South to earn a living, support their families and
set themselves apart from the challenges of
unemployment. KRCS vision is to increase access to
market driven vocational education courses that will see
youth inManderaCounty thrive and even empower their
peers.

INCREASING ACCESS TO
LIVELIHOOD SKILLS
FORYOUTH
IN MANDERA COUNTY
By Corazon Mwende
PR, Kenya Red Cross Society
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World Red
Cross Red
Crescent
Day
#BeHumanKind

Celebrated onMay 8th every year,WorldRedCross
RedCrescentDay is a day dedicated to celebrating
the principles of the International Red Cross and

Red Crescent Movement. This year’s theme
#BeHumanKind recognized efforts by volunteers,
members, staff, and partners to save humanity.

By Martha Awinoh
PR, Kenya Red Cross Society

Baringo

Kisumu
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Kericho Kakamega

Garissa

Kitui

Embu

Nairobi
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The department continued to embrace the integration approach to
continuously ensure affordable, accessible and equitable community
based health care. The interventions are anchored to the KRCS
2016-2020 strategy, Kenya Health Sector Strategic Investment
Plan (KHSSP) III, Vision 2030 (the social pillar) and Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).

Photo: JohnBundi / KRCS

BeneficiaryMbiraAbdi fromMerti, Isiolo county
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Not For
A Period,
But For
All Periods.
Women and girls understand how sanitary towels come in handy

during that time of the month. Currently 65% of Kenyan
women and girls are unable to afford basic sanitary towels, an

injustice to their social, education and economic life. In Tana River
however, hopehas beenbrewing formost of the girls in theCounty.Milka
Hadida continues to pull all necessary resources to ensure that girls stay in
school during their menstrual days, and beyond that restoring their
dignity. A volunteer of Kenya Red Cross, Milka is an advocate who on a
daily basis is using her social media platform to educate and inform the
general public on the unfortunate situation of period poverty in her
County.

Her story of ending period shame, stigma andpoverty has been recognised
far andwide in the country,with countless storieswritten and throughher
advocacy efforts she is slowly bringing dignity to the girls and women in
TanaRiverCounty.Recently, the 32-year-oldwhoalso cycles todistribute
the sanitary towels was awarded the prestigious Florence Nightingale
Medal. The award which is given by the International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) honours nurses and nursing aides for exceptional
courage and devotion to the wounded, sick, disabled, and civilian victims
of a conflict or disaster. This award is a step forward in supporting her
selfless determination to keep girls in school, empower women and young
mothers to venture into different livelihood initiatives without the fear of
lacking a padwhen ‘the time of themonth’ comes.

Milka is a heroine and an inspiration to many, and as a champion of
menstrual hygiene we call on many of you to be part of her cause. Follow
her on twitter,@milka31hadida.

Milka Hadida; The volunteer who
will not tire to END PERIOD POVERTY!

By Corazon Mwende and Martha Awino
PR and Communications

MILKA HADIDA
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CASH TRANSFERHELP
MOTHERS IN ISIOLO COUNTY
ACCESSHEALTHCARE SERVICES

Since the advent of the COVID-19,
life-saving health care programs in
many African countries have been
disrupted. In Kenya, theMinistry of
Health reported a decline in key

health indicators in immunization, family
planning, health facility childbirth deliveries,
and nutrition services. This is attributed to
poor health-seeking behavior fuelled by the
fear of contracting COVID-19 and the
government directive of stay at home. Isiolo is
one of the counties that reported an upsurge
in COVID-19 cases which crippled the
health care systems largely affecting
livelihoods.

To improve access to, andutilization of health
services in humanitarian settings by reducing
direct and indirect financial barriers, Kenya
Red Cross Society (KRCS) in partnership
with the British Red Cross implemented a 6
month project in Isiolo county aimed at
strengthening health systems and improving
health indicators.Through the support of the
Ministry of Health in Isiolo County,
volunteers took the lead in reaching
communities in Isiolo County with timely,
factual, and consistent information on
COVID-19 through the local radio stations.
They engaged local communities with real-
time factual information on coronavirus to
counter common local myths, as well as
address emerging issues from the pandemic
and the current efforts of vaccination
intended to reach approximately 200,000
communitymembers.

With the COVID-19 pandemic disrupting
access to andproper functioningofhealthcare
services, the project enabled 450 pregnant
women and lactating mothers in Garbatula
sub-county, in Isiolo to access health care
facilities through the provision of cash
transfers to cover transport to the far
distances and pay for critical health services
and drugs. The cash transfers were
accompanied by sensitization onCOVID-19
infection prevention and control as well as
dispelling myths and misconceptions about
the pandemic.

By Martha Awinoh
PR, Kenya Red Cross Society
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35-year-old Safia Jarso is among expectant
and lactating mothers who benefitted from
the health system strengthening project.
Being a mother of seven with no means to
earn an income, restriction of movements
made her household lack food and income to
take care of their basic needs, most
importantly healthcare services. Safia was

registered for five-month cash transfer
support by the KCRS.Without the support,
she would have missed this essential health
service due to lack of money and long
distance to the health facility coupled with
the fear of contractingCoronavirus.

“Since the start of COVID-19, I avoided
walking to thehealth facilitydue to the fearof
interacting with community members who
could have been infected with the
COVID-19. At that time, I was 5 months
pregnant. Not going to the hospital resulted
in inadequate prenatal care. However,
receiving Ksh 2000 monthly for five months
fromKenya RedCross enabledme to pay for
transport to the health facility to attend my
prenatal and postnatal care clinic sessions”,
said Safia.

According to the WHO working paper
considering cash transfer programming for
Health in humanitarian contexts, cash and
voucher assistance can be used to improve
access to, and utilisation of, health services in
humanitarian settings by reducing direct and
indirect financial barriers and or by
incentivising the use of preventive services.
Health systems strengthening interventions
funded by British Red Cross and supported
by the Ministry of Health and County
Government has seen Isiolo County record
an increase in antenatal and postnatal
attendance, immunizations, and hospital
deliveries. 450 pregnantwomen and lactating
mothers in Garbatula sub-county, in Isiolo

can now access health care facilities through
the provision of cash transfers to cover
transport to the far distances and pay for
critical health services and drugs.

Strengthening health systems interventions
by the Ministry of Health and County
Government has seen Isiolo County record
an increase in antenatal and postnatal
attendance, immunizations, and hospital
deliveries. The key project achievements
include training of: 12 Mental Health and
Psychosocial Support service providers on
COVID-19 and Psychological First Aid, 22
Kenya Red Cross volunteers and CHVs on
Integrated COVID-19 management, 65
school representatives on COVID-19
screening, detection measures, and Home-
Based Isolation and Care, and 120 Frontline
workers (Health care workers, teachers, and
police) on COVID-19 Vaccine and IPC
measures. A total of 50-250 litres of
handwash and 151-50 litres hand washing
facilities were delivered to over 35 schools.
KCRS Project Officer Dickson Mutuku
confirms the cash transfers intervention was
complemented by sensitization on
COVID-19 infectionpreventionandcontrol
as well as dispelling myths around the
pandemic.This has empowered communities
with the correct information. Improved
access to more and quality healthcare is
considered life-saving.

Atthattime, Iwas 5months
pregnant.Notgoingtothe

hospitalresultedin
inadequate prenatalcare.

However, receivingKsh2000
monthly forfivemonths

fromKenyaRedCross
enabledmetopayfor
transporttothehealth
facility toattendmy

prenatalandpostnatalcare
clinic sessions

-SAFIA
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Protect
Breastfeeding

Every year fromAugust 1st to August
7th, people around the world
celebrate World Breastfeeding
Week (WBW). WBW aims to
highlight the huge benefits that

breastfeeding can bring to both the health and
welfare of babies and push for better maternal
health by focusing on good nutrition, poverty
reduction and food security. The event is
organized every year by theWorld Alliance for
Breastfeeding Action (WABA), a global
network that aims to protect, promote and
support breastfeeding around the world.
WABA works with the World Health
Organization and United Nations
Children’s Fund (UNICEF) to get its aid
to the right people in the right
communities.

With the many different demands on
busymothers,womenwhomaywant to
breastfeed their babies haven’t always
got the support to continue this.
Because of busy working schedules

alongside other challenges that
modern women face,
breastfeeding might easily

become a second priority
u n d e r t a k i n g .
Breastfeeding weeks aim

to raise awareness of the health and wellbeing
outcomes of breastfeeding and the importance of
supporting mothers to breastfeed for as long as
theywish.

By Linnet Achieng’
Nutrition Manager

A Shared Responsibility
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Kenya adopted the global recommendations outlined in
the Global strategy for Infant and Young child
nutrition and has put in place necessary policy and
legislative frameworks forpromoting, protecting and
supporting breastfeeding. These include
Constitution of Kenya 2010 that guarantees every
child the right to basic nutrition and health of the
highest attainable standard; Breastmilk Substitutes
(Regulation and Control) Act, 2012 that provides
for appropriate marketing and distribution of
breastmilk substitutes; Maternal Infant and Young
Child Nutrition policy and strategy and the Health
Act, 2017 that requires all employers to establish
lactation stations at theworkplace among others.

Breastfeeding is primarily seen as a mother’s
responsibility. Being the primary caregiver, it is
expected that she ensures her baby is well fed.
However, for optimal breastfeeding practices to take

place, mothers require a robust support system.This
means accelerating individual support to the
community, workplaces and health systems
including legislative policies that promote and
protect breastfeeding. Kenya Red Cross Society has
joined the Ministry of Health together with other
organizations to scale up efforts to protect, promote
and support breastfeeding at theworkplace through:

• Establishment of amothers breastfeeding room
• Provision of threemonth’s paidmaternity leave
to female employees
• Granting all breastfeeding female employees
break intervals in addition to regular time offs to
breastfeed or express breastmilk
• Flexi times for breastfeeding female
• Two week’s paternity leave for all male
employees after delivery by their spouses.
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Last-Mile Delivery
Red Cross and EU partner to deliver
COVID-19 vaccines to over
3.5 million Kenyans in 9 Counties
By Hilkka Hyrkkö
Finnish Red Cross

The early bird
Standing tall, Pauline Ebei is the
first person in the morning at the
vaccination point at Kiwanja
village located in Isiolo, north-east-
ern Kenya.The vaccination point is
located under a tree near the yard of
the village school.

Ebei takes her ID out of a plastic
bag and hands it to the vaccination
point worker. She is in a serious
mood as she is about to receive her
first COVID-19 vaccination.

“I heard from a neighbour that
vaccinations are given here today,
and while I was on my way to the
market, I decided to come. I don’t
knowmuch about the disease, but I
know that it spreads easily and is a
new illness.That is why I decided to
come,” she recounts.

Pauline Ebei is 71 years old and
lives together with her husband,
her daughter and her daughter’s
four children. The family makes
their living from keeping cows and
sheep. Pauline is planning to urge
her husband and daughter to get
vaccinated when she returns home.

To take or not to
take the vaccine?
Veronica Nasuru is also among the
first people to get vaccinated. She
has had COVID-19 and was
hospitalised. She knows how severe
the disease is and wants to get
vaccinated. She heard about the
vaccination opportunity on the
radio. She has four children and a
husband. She does not believe that
her husband will get vaccinated, as
he is afraid of dying from it.

Veronica’s husband is an example
of how vaccine hesitancy cripples
COVID-19 vaccination uptake
among communities. By 24
February 2022, about 24 per cent
of Kenya’s population have been
fully vaccinated, compared to
Africa’s 12 per cent. Prejudices and
misconceptions abound. The most
common belief is that the new
vaccine is a conspiracy to regulate
birth rates in Africa.

Kenya plans to administer at least
20 million vaccine doses between
January and June 2022 to achieve

its mid-year targets and has set
specific targets for each of its 47
county governments with an
objective of ensuring the
administration of vaccine doses
according to their population
proportions. But vaccine hesitancy
is slowing down uptake, especially
in rural and hard-to-reach areas.

Vaccines for
millions of people
Supported by the EU, the Red
Cross has begun extensive
COVID-19 vaccination projects,
in six African countries: Kenya,
Somalia, Guinea, Madagascar,
Malawi, andMozambique.Over 10
million people, across all six
countries, will benefit from the
participatory EU COVID-19
vaccination drives. In Kenya, this is
over 3.5 million people in 9
counties; including over 286,000
people with disabilities and more
than 180,000 displaced people who
are vulnerable and in hard-to-reach
areas. This means reaching the last
mile; ensuring everyone has access
to vaccines regardless of status,
location.
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Mathias Eick, the spokesperson for the
EU’s humanitarian operations inNairobi,
believes that this objective will also be
reached with the methods selected.

“The EU is spending a hundred million
euros on rural vaccination campaign in
Africa, including Kenya,” he says.

Information provision and education play
an important part in debunking COVID-
19 misinformation that is rampant in
rural areas. Increasing sensitization and
awareness campaigns in communities
through local leaders ensure people in
hard-to-reach areas are able to gain the
trust of health care providers and the
government.

Imams dismantling
prejudices
About 13 per cent of Isiolo County has
been fully vaccinated while the capital

city, Nairobi is at 45 per cent, more than
triple the vaccination rate.

“The local communities are very
conservative. We’re trying to influence
village elders, religious leaders, and other
influential people. Personally, I’ve been
on the radio to talk about the importance
of vaccination and respond to rumours
and prejudices,” says Mary Kariuki, a
Kenya Red Cross staff at the Isiolo
County Branch office.

The secretary for the council of local
imams, SheikhDibaNura Abdula, is a key
influencer in Isiolo County. His own
mosque alone is visited by hundreds of
people praying every day. Almost half of
the population in the area are Muslims.
The sheikh estimates the number to be
around 150,000 people.

“I’m one of the influencers, and I’ve been
trained to tell my own community about

the importance of getting vaccinated. I
work hard in my community to promote
it. Very many people are now convinced
that the vaccination doesn’t have any side
effects or purposes other than combating
COVID-19,” the sheikh says.

Religious leaders are turning to their
parishes, telling them that as responsible
leaders, they would never urge any parish
members to do anything dangerous, and
neither does the Kenyan government.
However, the sheikh’s parish has been
influenced the most by the example of he
himself getting vaccinated.

“I got vaccinated as a role model and
because I know that the disease is
dangerous. I have to travel all over the
country due to my work, and on the other
hand, I meet a lot of people at prayer
gatherings. I don’t want to fall ill or make
anyone else ill. I’ve seen numerous people
contract the virus and die,” the sheikh
concludes.

He also told people about his own
vaccination immediately in the parish’s
WhatsApp group, where his post received
plenty of visibility and comments.

The Kenya Red Cross is working with
leaders, influencers, community groups,
and networks to identify and support
local, practical solutions to preventing the
spread of infection and promote vaccine
confidence within the community.

Photo Credits:
Aapo Huhta
Finnish Red Cross
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Matatu drivers get the vaccine
The drivers of local public transport vehicles, i.e., minibuses called ‘matatu,’ buses and
motorcycle taxis called ‘boda boda,’ are also involved in theCOVID-19 vaccination campaign
by Kenya Red Cross funded by the EU. They are organised in their own associations,
providing a convenient channel for spreading education. Vaccination campaigns have been
held for drivers, and three quarters of all drivers are estimated to be vaccinated already.

“We’re constantly on themove, travelling between cities.Thatmakes it important for us to be
vaccinated,” says Stephen GitareWanjinu.

He is a ‘matatu’ driver, driving primarily from Isiolo to Nairobi, but also to Nakuru and
Marsabit.

“I know that the vaccination doesn’t mean that I’m 100% safe. Asmany passengers as possible
must also be vaccinated,” he continues.

Cold chain equipment = viable vaccines
A white, Red Cross tent has been erected in the yard of the hospital of Kabarnet, the capital
of Isiolo’s neighbouring county of Baringo, and people are already waiting for the first
vaccinations of the morning. The vaccines for the entire area are stored in the facilities of the
hospital.

Nurse Martha Miningwo (infront) and a student nurse, Vallary Chesire show freezers filled
with vaccines at Kabarnet Referal Hospital. There are vaccines from four different
manufacturers. Coolers filled with ice cubes keep the vaccines viable even when transported
to distant vaccination points.
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Vaccine expiry is a concern in countries where there are high vaccine hesitancy rates and low
vaccine administration capacity. The short shelf lives of vaccines compounded with the late
arrival of donated vaccines to Africa causes the wastage of vaccines and resources associated
with delivery and distribution. The Red Cross and the EU through this initiative seek to
improve vaccine supply chain management through the provision of cold chain equipment
for storing the vaccine.This ensures timely delivery of vaccines, minimizes wastage, facilitates
equitable access, and promotes trust in communities.

In Baringo County, Kenya the cold chain equipment, funded by the EU, will be set up in
health centres that are in remote areas of the county. A major challenge facing the county is
its vastness and the distance between health centres. Putting up the cold chain equipment in
the remote health centres ensures access to the most vulnerable and often nomadic
communities.

Radio waves for vaccine confidence
Everyone agrees that success in the vaccination campaign relies on communication. As such,
local radio stations have also been recruited to spread the word about the importance of
getting vaccinated.

In Kabarnet, the campaign is supported by the Alpha radio station.The station is private, but
its programming is aimed deliberately at the communities of the area, with whom the station
also collaborates often.

“The key messages have to do with talking about the importance of vaccinations and
increasing awareness regarding the coronavirus and ways to combat it. Wednesdays are
reserved for a health theme. In that programme slot, we talk about the coronavirus in three
languages: English, Swahili and theMaa language of the Ilchamus people,” says the head of the
radio station Samuel Nyachiro.

The station’s transmitter is placed on a hill, ensuring a range of up to 120 kilometres with up
to 300,000 listeners tuning in.

Red Cross and Red Crescent teams, in collaboration with the EU, remain on the frontline of
the response to COVID-19 across Africa. A coordinated effort among partners and
stakeholders ensures that everyone has a chance at getting the COVID-19 vaccine
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Community
Epidemic and
Pandemic
Preparedness
Program (Cp3)
By Kevin Oscar
PR Volunteer

Engaging Communities for Behaviour Change

It’s 30 degrees Celsius in the sweltering heat of
Njigoni village in Tharaka Nithi; the wind
blowing more hot air on your skin doesn’t give

much refreshment, however. But a different wind of
change has hit this county. One that has changed the
lives of many- the young and old, and the yet to be
born.

In 2018, Tharaka Nithi witnessed one of the worst
cases of Cholera outbreak and this was largely due to
lack of knowledge on how to establish and maintain
basic forms of hygiene. The CPR program seeks to
address such incidences by creating awareness on
disease detection,mitigation andprevention

TheCP3program fundedby IFRCand implemented
through Kenya Red Cross Society was started in
mid-2019andithasnotonlybroughtwith it a senseof
hope but also tremendous behavioural change.
According to the county coordinator fromtheHealth
Ministry in the County government, “The project
funded by IFRC greatly helped in the detection and
response of cases that were reported by the
community health volunteers through alerts sent to

the county disease surveillance unit.”

The program which has a highly devolved structure
has ensured that residents in the furthest corners of
TharakaNithi are reachedby theCommunityHealth
Volunteers (CHVs).These volunteers are community
members who took time off from their usual roles as
farmers, teachers, and clergy to be trained on the
importance of hygiene, vaccination, disease
monitoring, reporting, and control.

With the support from the county government, the
program has had a great impact.The community has
seen a rise in strengthened community surveillance,
disease reduction- especially in Tharaka North that
had recurrent diarrhoea cases and has reported none-
and the mobilization of community members
throughCHVs.

Household visits by CHVs have led to community
members appreciating the need to maintain hygiene
and take advantage of services provided by health
facilities.According to the Nurse in Charge at the
Karungwaru dispensary, there has been a marked
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improvement in uptake of anti-natal care bymothers,
post-natal care and an increase in immunization of
children under 5-years.This is a stark difference from
2years agowhen thereweremorehomedeliveries and
high child mortality rates due to malnutrition and
abdominal infections.

Despite the tremendous achievements by the
program, a religious group locally known as the
Kabonokia, poses a great challenge as they do not
believe in medical intervention. According to Ruth
Gachoka, a former convert of the group, members
believed that it is only God who can handle human
afflictions and were against medical interventions
such as vaccinations.

“Wewerenotallowedtoeventreatour livestockorget
them to vaccinate. When we get milk, we believed in
not boiling it which I later learned, puts us at a higher
risk of getting diseases (sic),” Ruth said. Since her
conversion, her health and that of her family
improved. She took her 6 and 12 year children to get
vaccinated after she left the Kabonokia group and

implemented that which she had been trained on by
theCHVs.

Before the start of the program, the challenge that the
public health officials hadwas that of communication
and tracing of reporteddiseases.
“It would be hard for us to move from one area to
another without knowing what we are responding to
given the distance between the villages. But since
2019, when we started using the USSD code by the
CHVs for reporting, it makes it easier to know the
cases reported and how to best respond,” Dr.
Mugambi Mwamba, the Public Health Office in
TharakaNorth sub-county said.

The CHVs use the USSD the code *384*60# for
community-based surveillance alerts which are
centralized and manned by the public health officials
and the sub-county surveillance officer. The
community also has access to a direct reporting line,
1513, which gets them through to the county and
allows them to report any case.
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Monica Mbithi, Veterinary
Surveillance Officer during
Vaccination of Sheep and
Goats against PPR in West
Pokot

Peter Loshialo, a community
member inPokotNorth Sub
County During Vaccination
of Sheep and Goats against
PPR

Community Based Surveillance Promotes
Early Detection and Prompt Informed Action to Diseases
Human and animal infectious disease outbreaks have
devastating impacts on economies, societies and the
public health system. In West Pokot County, the
impact of disease outbreaks has called for preparedness
initiatives for early detection and early response to
prevent the occurrence of serious outbreaks..Through
the Community Epidemic and Pandemic
Preparedness Program supported by USAID and
IFRC, methods have been developed to strengthen
prevention, detection and response to human, animal
and zoonotic diseases in Pokot North Sub-County,
West PokotCounty.

In PokotNorth Sub-County, 60CommunityHealth
Volunteers (CHVs) and Animal Disease Reporters
(ADRs) have been trained on Community Based
Surveillance (CBS), where they can use simple
Community Case Definitions to detect disease alerts
and events. Since the start of the implementation of
CBS in 2019, theCHVs andADRs have been able to
detect diseases at the community level and raise alarm
to the authorities to investigate and control them
before they become epidemics. Apart from indicator-

based surveillance where the CHVs/ADRs detect
specific disease cases like measles and Rabies, Event-
Based surveillance has led to the detection of a wide
rangeofdiseases includinganimaldiseasesof economic
importance likePeste des PetitRuminants (PPR).

StartingMay 2020, theCHVs/ADRswere reporting
cases of a Cluster of Unusual illnesses and deaths of
sheepandGoatsacrossPokotNorthSub-County.The
CountyVeterinary Surveillance teamwasnotified and
carried out an investigation. 152 Samples were
collected from sheep and goats in the 6 wards in the
Sub-County.Thesampleswere analyzed atVeterinary
Investigation Laboratory in Kapenguria, West Pokot
County. Out of the 152 samples tested, 13 tested
positive for PPR. To respond to the outbreak, the
County initiated mass vaccination of sheep and goats
against PPR in the Sub-Countywhich started towards
the end of July 2020. By the end of August 2020,
121,475 sheep and goats had been vaccinated in 3
WardsandbyFebruary2021,201,475sheepandgoats
hadbeen vaccinated in 6Sub-Counties.

The communities in Pokot North Sub-County are
pastoralists and their livelihoods almost entirely
depend on livestock, especially sheep and Goats. PPR
causesmortality andproduction loss among sheep and
goats placing an increasingburdendisrupts their socio-
economic situation. Prevention, control and eventual
eradication of PPR hinges on consistent and rigorous
vaccinations. Through CBS the disease was detected
early and controlmeasureswere immediately initiated.
The vaccinations prevented further spread of the
disease and therefore saved communities’ livelihoods.
Kenya Red Cross with the support of IFRC and
USAID has been ramping up community epidemic
and pandemic preparedness (CP3) to strengthen
communities’ resilience. Focusing on Bomet, Narok,
Tharaka-Nithi and West Pokot, Kenya Red Cross is
working with governments (Ministry of Health and
Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and
Fisheries), communities, schools, volunteers, local
responders and humanitarian partners to collectively
prepare for and respond to epidemics.
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BOCA
By Nicholas Kemboi

Head, Organisational Development.

(Branch Organizational
Capacity Assessment)

K enya RedCross Society (KRCS) operates through a network
of 47 county branches spread throughout the country and
clustered into 8 regions.These county branches are the pillars
of the organization and are the basic functional units from

which the KRCS delivers its humanitarian and long-term development
services to the communities. As a community-centred organization, the
countybranches serve a critical role in ensuring thepresence andaccessibility
of humanitarian assistance to communities.

For the national society to continue delivering its mandate, it is important
that the county branches continually assess and develop their capacity to be
able to deliver effective and efficient services in the ever-changing
humanitarian environment. Strong county branches are key to a well-
functioning National Society. Strategic Plan 2021 – 2025 recognizes the
need to invest in a strong and sustainable branch systemwhich is one of the
key enabling actions towards the realization of having a strong national
society. An executive decision by the senior management team of the
national society guided the need to assess the branch capacities through the
BOCAprocess,onproperbranchdevelopmentplans in linewiththeKRCS
newStrategic Plan2021-2025 (SP-2025).
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What is BOCA? Why BOCA?

Training of BOCA facilitators

BOCA is a self-assessment tool developed
by the IFRC and other partner national
societies for use by the branches of Red
CrossandRedCrescentNationalSocieties
to identify and assess their strengths,
limitations and challenges in line with a
wide range of organizational capacities in a
participatory approach bringing together
representation of all the internal
stakeholders namely members, volunteers,
youths and staff.

KCRS embraced the transformational
exercise it had rolled out across all the 47
county branches with a focus on
appreciating the organizational capacities
of the branches andhow they are currently
performing, reaching a consensus on
priorities for branch enhancement and
developing an operational plan to
strengthen and sustain its service delivery
capacity and resilience of communities.
This provided a baseline of wherewe are as
we start the implementation of the
strategic plan2021 -2025.

Through the facilitation of IFRC and
ICRC, from 5th to 10th July, KRCS
carried out a Branch Organizational
Capacity Assessment (BOCA) facilitators
training inNakuru county to equip a team
of facilitators drawn from all units and
departments of the national society with
knowledge on BOCA methodology. The
session was officially opened by Deputy
Secretary General (Programmes), Annette
Msabeni and graced by Head of Country
Cluster, East Africa- IFRC, John Roche;
Head of Operations ICRC -Nairobi
Regional Delegation, Boris Kelecevic and
Benard Maruhi,Nakuru County Branch
ViceChairperson.

The 6-day session led by Movement
Cooperation Officer ICRC -Nairobi
Regional Delegation, Jane Wachira and
ErnestMaruza- IFRCRegionalYouthand
Volunteering Delegate Africa Region
entailed a 3-day practice followed by a 2-
day hands-on experience in the field (pilot
BOCAbranches) and 1- day wrap-up and
development of BOCA exercise roll out
schedule. The 2 days of BOCA piloting
took place in Nakuru, Uasin Gishu and
Elgeyo Marakwet county branches
presenting an opportunity for the
equipped BOCA facilitators to
confidently execute the BOCA mock
exercise.
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The
BOCA
Roll Out.
Theexercise thatwas rolledout across all 47 counties from

July to September 2021 presented an interactive
platform for the county branches to reflect on the

branchperformance in thefive core capacity areas capacity to exist,
capacity to organize, capacity to relate and mobilize, capacity to
perform and capacity to grow. Additionally, the process allowed
the county branches to come up with initiatives around the areas
of weakness identified that informed branch development plans
for thenext two years 2022 and2023.

From the BOCA assessment, an analysis of the collected data was
done and recommendations that will help address the areas of
weakness identified.There is nowa concerted effort at the regions,
branches and the HQ to ensure that human and material
resources are mobilized and requests made to movement and
non-movementpartners to supportuswith the requisite resources
to enable us realize the set ambitions of having a very strong and
stable national society.

What’s Next After
The Assessment
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Human Centered
Design Thinking Bootcamp
in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
By Njenga
Youth Department

Humanitarian interventions are more than just relief.
They are also about pursuit for sustainability, relevance
and acceptability of solutions provided to the

community. From 30th August to 3rd September , Kenya Red
CrossSocietyInnovations teamfacilitatedabootcampinEthopia,
Addis Ababa on Human Centered Design to help staff and
technical WASH teams of the Ethiopian Red Cross develop
desirable, feasible and viable WASH solutions for communities
throughdesign thinking.

The 5 -day workshop was supported by Austrian Red Cross and
the Austrian Development Agency with an aim to empower our
partnerNational Societies (NS) to develop innovative and gender
sensitive WASH solutions through the adoption of Design

Thinking approach. Each National Society got a chance to pitch
their innovative solutiontoapanelof judges.Thewinningsolution
willbe invitedtodevelopa fullproposal andpossiblyget support to
implement it.

The training had been preceded by a virtual bootcamp that was
conducted from 23rd - 27th August, 2021 for 7 Eastern Africa
countries under the Skybird program.The countries were Kenya,
Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, Ethiopia, Somalia and South Sudan.
The Kenya Red Cross Society Innovations lab - IOMe 005, will
continue to providementorship for the teams to help them build
upon their proposed initiatives.
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The International Youth Day (IYD)
observed annually on 12 August is
meant to bring youth socio-

economic and socio-political issues to the
attention of the international community
and to celebrate the potential of youth as
active partners in the global society. This
year's theme "Transforming Food Systems:
Youth Innovation forHuman andPlanetary
Health" saw Kenya Red Cross Society
(KRCS) acknowledge the crucial need for
"inclusive support mechanisms that ensure
youthcontinue toamplify efforts collectively
and individually to restore the planet and
protect life while integrating biodiversity in
the transformation of food systems." Other
challenges including climate change,
healthcare, social inclusion, andconservation
ofbiodiversity are givenattention.

KRCS Lower Eastern Region in
collaboration with the Nairobi County
Youth Board and with support from the
NairobiCounty andRegionalManagement
hosted a 1-day symposium dubbed a “Feast
of Ideas” at theKaren-Lang’ata BranchKLB
Offices, Nairobi. It involved 40 young
innovators from 5 counties (Nairobi,
Kajiado, Kitui, Machakos and Makueni),
Kenyatta University chapter members and a
host of partners.The symposiumprovided a
platform to innovate, discuss, debate, and
digest issues in food systems and its
intersections inhumanandplanetaryhealth.
TheeventwasgracedbytheActingDirector-
Youth affairs of the Nairobi City County
Government.

International
Youth
Day

The youth
of today
are the

leaders of
tomorrow.

-Nelson Mandela
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Communities in Lamu
Gain Access to Innovative Space
for Creative Thinking.

Innovation is a word that draws the
attention of many with the majority
confusing it for technology. To be

innovative, one does not need to be tech-
savvy,anengineer,orascientist. Theyhaveto
simply apply their creative thinking into
practice. For a humanitarian actor, to be
innovativemeans tochangehowtheydeliver
their services, either in the form of products
that are designed for the vulnerable
communities, or apply an innovative process
andapproach inhowservice isdelivered.

Kenya is ranked the 4th most innovative
country in Africa, but are the marginalised
communities or vulnerable populations part
of the calculation that puts Kenya in that
position? For decades, the Kenyans have
adopted creative ways to solve their
challenges with minimal resources around..
The youth in Kenya have the potential to
becomethenext“ElonMusks”,buttheyhave
limited resources andopportunitieswith the
majority of the investments being
concentrated in thecapital city,Nairobi.

Lamu,aCounty locatedontheNorthCoast
of Kenya is recognised by UNESCO as a
World Heritage Centre for its rich cultural
and traditional lifestyle from hand-carved

wooden doors, hand-woven Islamic hats,
hand-made boats, to their traditional dishes.
Composed ofmany islands, Lamu is located
far from other counties, making it expensive
for travellers to visit Lamu regularly, but also
presents limited employment opportunities.
Mostoftheyoutharecaughtupindrugsand
substance abuse out of peer pressure or
idleness.

To promote more local solutions, and
complement the traditional ways of service
delivery by the people of Lamu county, the
Kenya Red Cross Society set up an
Innovation and Fabrication Lab in Hindi
Town to support youthwith their ideas.The
center has been branded I.O.Me, a play on
the term IOU to create a mindset that the
timehascomeforcommunitiesandyouthto
take charge of their lives and to create the
future that they want to see for themselves.
To be innovative means to apply creative
thinking and use modern
technology to develop
solutions that could grow
into business
opportunities. Skills
acquired can also be
applied to daily life and
recurring challenges for
Lamuresidents.
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In the ever-changing environment of
humanitarian aid, there are a few
constants. One is the need for

humanitarian organisations to find
innovative ways to be efficient and

effective in aid delivery and still remain
financially feasible. Another is

accountability and transparency to
communities and donors because of

reduced donations to aid organisations
due to geopolitics and mistrust. As a
humanitarian organisation, Kenya Red
Cross Society (KRCS) has felt the brunt
of these changes and to overcome the
barriers, they have adopted innovation
as part of the organisations’ core values.
Innovation in the context of KRCS

means identifying opportunities for risk
mitigation, sustainability and growth

through exploring uncharted
opportunities. This has been achieved

through the use of Block Chain
Technology, a type of de-centralised
database that records transactions
shared across a network of multiple

participants.

Blockchain technology has enabled
KRCS through the International
Centre for Humanitarian Affairs

(ICHA) to identify, register and verify
residents in Nairobi and Turkana

counties, without official identity, for
cash assistance. ICHA’S Digital

Identities (DIGID) in cash assistance
project funded by Innovation Norway
and supported by the Norwegian Red
Cross and the International Federation
of the Red Cross and Red Crescent
SociVeties (IFRC) seeks to aid the

delivery of humanitarian aid, in this
context, cash assistance, by addressing
the challenges of people without legally

recognized ID’s.

The mode of intervention entails the use
of blockchain for self-sovereign digital
identities developed by Gravity who are
the technology implementer. Digital

identities are secure and verifiable, used
to receive, share and store beneficiaries’
identities credentials. DIGID field pilot
was kicked off in April 2021, in a cash

transfer program context where
beneficiaries received unconditional
cash transfers top-ups in response to

COVID-19.

With support from the International
Federation of the Red Cross and Red

Crescent Societies (IFRC), the
intervention targeted 300 HHs, a
majority who do not have official
identities and was implemented in

Nairobi County (Mathare sub-county)
and Turkana County (Turkana Central
sub-county). 100 Households were
targeted in Mathare, an informal

settlement in Nairobi, from 4 villages
namely: Mathare 4A, Mathare 4B,

Kosovo, and Githaturu.The
beneficiaries received a one-time cash

amount of KES 5,800 upon
confirmation of the beneficiaries’

identities through their digital wallets.

In Turkana County, the intervention
was implemented in two wards, Kalokol
and Kangatotha where 200 households
were targeted from Kapua, Namadak,

Longech, Namukuse, and Kalokol
villages.The beneficiaries received a

total cash amount of KES 7,600 in two
tranches of KES 3,800 each also upon
confirmation of the beneficiaries’

identities through their digital wallets.

KRCS together with the project
consortium seeks to improve identity
management, which remains a big

challenge for humanitarian action. It
aims to change from the current way of
aid organizations collecting a lot of
personal data and beneficiaries

themselves not having access or control
to their own data to giving them

autonomy to manage and use their own
data. Currently, KRCS continues to

work and consult with key stakeholders
on lessons learned and plan for the post
distribution monitoring that is currently

underway.

Audilia Wanjala
Innovation Assistant-ICHA

Blockchain Technology
for Digital Identity in
Humanitarian Cash Assistance
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National Disaster
Response Training
(NDRT) Peter Murgor

CVA Manager-ICHA

National Disaster Response Team training is
offered to volunteers and staff with
knowledge and skills as part of emergency

preparedness for response to large scale disasters. The
team acts as a surge capacity to back up Regional and
CountyRedCrossActionTeams(RCAT). Thisyear,
The International Center for Humanitarian Affairs
(ICHA)and theDMdepartment inpartnershipwith
IFRC, the Netherlands and British Red Cross
(NLRC&BRC)under the InnovativeApproaches to
Response Preparedness (IARP) Programme
supported strengthening of surge capacities through a
National Disaster Response Training (NDRT). The
intense trainingwas held in Isiolo county from20th–
30th June bringing together thirty-six (36)
participants from across all the regions. Camp Gotu
Simpire within Isiolo County was identified as the
ideal venue since it allowed testing of endurance and
adaptations to different situations, typical of KRCS’
response activities in different settings during
emergencies.The facilities within enabled compliance
toCOVID-19 regulations and guidelines.

The NDRT training schedule was rigorous, starting
early morning at 5:00am with routine workouts for
physical fitness, followed by scheduled sessions
throughout the day. Time management was
important to ensure that all objectivesweremet.Most
importantly, the style of sharing knowledge was
through learning by doing, off the normal
presentation approach. With this, participants
engaged more in simulation exercises, guided by the
facilitators-who are experts in the particular topics or
sectors.

The training was graced by two National Executive
Council (NEC) members, Dr. Simiyu and Jillo
Galma, UER Regional Board Member & Marsabit
branch Chair- Adan Wako, Elijah Muli (Head of
Disaster Management), and BRC representatives
Daniel Wanyoike and Purity Juma. Upper Eastern
Regional Manager- Maurice Anyango during his

opening remarks urged the participants to count
themselves as critical players having been nominated
for this invaluable training.

“The training has been very engaging and informative
in terms of resources and capacity building. I look
forwardtocascadewhatIhave learnt fromthis training
tomy fellow response teammembers so as to improve
and enhance better emergency response and
preparedness.” Samuel Wangila a participant from
CentralRegion said

“We are indeed delighted to work with Kenya Red
Cross Society to build the capacity of the National
Disaster Response Teams selected across the country.
They have been trained accordingly and their capacity
has been strengthened in Emergency Response as well
Preparedness looking at different aspects such as
Forecast Based financing, Cash and Voucher
assistance, ProtectionGender and inclusion andmany
more.Weareoptimistic that this trainingwill goa long
way in enhancing these members with skills and
knowledge to assist them in their day to day lives.”
Daniel Wanyoike from the British Red Cross
reiterated.

Theuccessof this training is attributedtoa task teamof
5 who worked diligently behind the scenes for several
months to develop the curriculum and logistical
aspects, a team of 16 facilitators who took time to
attend several planning sessions and content
preparation, andsupport fromtheSMTandthe IARP
programme through British Red Cross. Additionally,
the Regional Managers supported by identifying and
allowing participants from their regions to be trained
for 10 days. The logistics team ensured swift
transportation to and from the venue. It is now
expected that the NDRT-2021 cohort will
demonstrate surge capacities when needed to support.
Given the intensity of the training and cost
implications, one such training was last held in
November 2016 atArabukoSokoke-CoastRegion.
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Training
Institute

Kenya Red Cross
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First Aid
at School

Everyday,we are involved inorwitness events thatnecessitate
the use of first aid skills. In such situations, we must be aptly
prepared. As humans, our bodies are prone to injury, disease
and trauma and the essence of first aid is to prevent further
risk. We never know when we, the people we love or those
around us will sustain an injury. As a result, it is necessary to
have some fundamental understanding of how to handle
emergency incidents so as to keep things from becoming
worse or untilmedical aid arrives.

With growing numbers of fire incidents the delivery of
prompt first aidmanagementmay prevent additional burden
on the health system by managing minor injuries on-site
rather than calling for an ambulance or taking the casualty to
the hospital. However, severe injuries and ailments will still
require medical care and the assessment of such individuals
should not be delayed because of a lack of skill.

In that regard, our annual First Aid Competition revolved
around the theme ‘First Aid at School’, not only as part of
sensitisation but as training to ensure there is a large pool of
people, especially the younger ones in schools, who can
provide quality First Aid. The competition which was
facilitated by the Kenya Red Cross Training Institute was
divided into five categories: Junior Primary, Junior Second-
ary, University Chapter, Corporates and Red Cross Action
Team (RCAT).

The junior primary and secondary school categories made up
of students between the ages of 6-18 years exhibited a stellar
performance and bravery in executing the scenarios that were
presented to them in the practical exams. It shows that we

need to train our children on first aid skills when they are
young. Universities, CorporateOrganisations andRedCross
Action Teams (RCAT) showcased skills that will keep
nurturing generations that can, at any time, respond to
emergencies by offering basic first aid.

Knowledge of first aid provides a healthy, secure, and safer
environment as well as instilling confidence in people, their
families, co-workers, andassociates.Being trained toofferfirst
aid is beneficial to both the individual and society as a whole.
We applaud all those who participated in the First Aid
Competition.

Nariman Muhashamy
PR and Communications
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DONATIONS
Wajir

Isiolo

Secretary General Dr Asha Mohammed handing over assorted food
items to global fund recipient Amina during food distribution in
Wajir County targeting 1000 vulnerable families affected by the
ongoing drought. The donation by Last Resort and its consortium
provided immediate humanitarian food assistance to the most
affected households in Barmil, Wajir West. The food distribution
in Wajir County is part of our larger drought response across other
Counties which are Marsabit, Mandera, Garissa, Kilifi, Tana River,
Lamu, Samburu, Turkana, Isiolo, Kitui and Laikipia.

Women in Ngaremara, Isiolo county drink and wash hands at
Ngaremara Water System after being commissioned by Kenya Red
Cross and Nestlé as part of drought and COVID-19 response
interventions. Through this project, over 8,000 vulnerable
community members are guaranteed safe and clean water to
cushion them from water scarcity and food insecurity.

Secretary General Dr. Asha Mohammed
handing over UNFPA and UNICEF
medical equipment, sanitizers, masks
among other relief items to the Ministry
of Health, Garissa County.

Secretary General Dr. Asha Mohammed
and Garissa County team distributing
food to 100 households affected by the
ongoing drought in Balambala sub-
county.

Garissa
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